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Demand Growth forecast of electrified 
heavy duty vehicles

with projected energy consumption for charging



Rising demand for charging

Can charging infrastructure fallow?



The concept 
of developing 
high-capacity 
charging 
parks



Legislation

Adoptation of the Act on Infrastructure for Alternative Fuels 
and the Promotion of the Transition to Alternative Fuels in 
Transport



Analysis of needs and 
impacts on stakeholders

Digital twin of the electro-
transport system



Daily highway 
traffic profile

Daily electricity 
profile

Electricity consumption
Photovoltaic production

All vehicles
Heavy duty vehicles

Source: Robert Rijavec; Karakterizacija prometnih tokov slovenskih 
avtocest za potrebe sistema nadzora in vodenja prometa Source: ELES



Energy prices

Grid usage fees

Cost of connection

Dynamic pricing

Charging energy cost

What will be the optimal charging times?



Infrastructure

Phase I

Existing rest
stations



Infrastructure

Phase II
15 – 20 charging parks
with connecdting power
between 40-80 MW

Italy

Austria Hungary

Croatia



Charging park



Charging park

5

Hosting several 
different charging 
point operators in 
one location -
competitiveness

1

Location in the 
immediate vicinity 
of the highway and 
high-voltage power 
infrastructure 
(110kV)

2

Fast charging of 
buses, vans, 
trucks, transit and 
personal transport 
at an optimal 
price

3

A user-friendly, 
sustainably 
designed and time-
optimized stop on 
the way

4

The possibility of 
connecting a large 
number of ultra-
fast charging 
stations

AVAILABILITY,
CONCENTRATION

RELIABILITY COMFORT SCALABILITY EQUALITY





Grid connection for heavy duty 
and fast charging stations.

Expected impacts

Increased hosting capacity 
of the existing network.

lower peak demand 
using flexibility sources.

Better utilization of existing 
MV/LV transformers.

heat production from 
at least 20 power transformers 
per year.

10 GWh 

10%
Increased controllability 
of the transmission grid
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Charging park
NOVO MESTO

 Common interest of the state and 
the municipality – reduced spatial 
planning time

 Dual purpose (protection and 
security + charging station)

 Estimated start of operation in 2027

 Obtaining EU grants for construction 
within the GreenSwitch project



Charging park
NOVO MESTO

 Direct proximity to energy infrastructure. 
Transmission loop-in loop-out connection (3), 
short underground cable connection (2) 
transformer station (1)

 Estimated connected power of 60 MW

 Direct proximity to the highway with an 
nearby existing exit in both directions

 Construction of a charging park in 
cooperation with the Municipality of Novo 
mesto

 The park area of 14,000 m2 is owned by 
the municipality



Charging park
KRANJ

 Construction already started

 Estimated start of operation in 2025

 Obtaining EU grants for construction 
within the GreenSwitch project



Charging park
KRANJ

 Direct proximity of existing power
infrastructure. 
Upgrade of the existing substation (1), 
underground cable connection (2) 
charging park location (3)

 Connection power 20 MW

 Proximity to the highway with an existing
exit in both directions

 Construction of a charging park in 
cooperation with the public bus company 
Arriva, Elektro Gorenjska (DSO) and the 
Municipality of Kranj



63,4%
7,0%

0,2%

29,4%

Acquisition of the 
necessary land in a 
suitable location
(15000 m2–20000 m2)

Location arrangement
(communal arrangement)

Auxiliary services
building

Local power
infrastructure
(GIS substation, loop
connection…)

Charging park Cost split



Concluding statement

INFRASTRUCTURE UPGRADE TIMELINE IS MUCH 
LONGER COMPARED TO EV MARKET GROWTH

LONG TERM PLANNING IS A KEY


